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Introductions
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Who is with us today?

With a show of hands:
● Have you done a CE Evaluation?
● Have you monitored your CE?
● Your role in coordinated entry

○ CE Lead
○ HMIS Lead or Sys Admin
○ Participating agency
○ CoC leadership
○ Other? (describe)
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Learning Objectives

We hope you leave this session with…

● An understanding of HUD requirements and best practices around 
evaluating and monitoring coordinated entry;

● Some examples of coordinated entry evaluation and monitoring currently 
occurring in the field, with an emphasis on how communities are assessing 
equity in coordinated entry systems; and

● Ideas on what data you want to collect and analyze to evaluate and monitor 
your own coordinated entry system, including how approaches must change 
in light of the COVID pandemic.
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Evaluation vs. Monitoring

For this session, we define these terms as:

● Evaluation: an (at least) annual comprehensive 
analysis of the CoC’s coordinated entry system; and

● Monitoring: frequent (e.g., monthly) and regular 
overview of coordinated entry data to allow for 
tracking of progress and identification of issues.

Is your community evaluating, monitoring, both, 
or neither?
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Why Evaluation and Monitoring?

Evaluating and monitoring your coordinated entry is important because:

● We need to know whether coordinated entry is operating as intended.
Does our system meet HUD requirements, follow the intended coordinated
design and our policies and procedures?

● We want to know how to make our system better. Monitoring and
evaluation allow us to identify our successes and challenges.

● It’s a HUD requirement. Coordinated entry notice requires an annual
evaluation.

○ Note that CPD COVID-19 Waiver #3 waives the requirement from
September 30, 2020 through September 29, 2021.
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https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5208/notice-establishing-additional-requirements-for-a-continuum-of-care-centralized-or-coordinated-assessment-system/
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/CPD/documents/CPD-COVID-19-Waiver-3-Final-Clean.pdf


    

   
 
   

  

     
    

 

  

Evaluation Approaches 

Evaluations can focus on different aspects of coordinated entry, 
such as: 

● Compliance: evaluates whether the CE process meets HUD’s 
requirements and the CoC’s design. 

● Effectiveness: evaluates how effective the CE process is in 
connecting people experiencing homelessness to appropriate 
referrals. 

● Process: evaluates how the CE process has been 
implemented and whether it is currently operating in 
accordance with the CoC’s established policies and 
procedures. 

Remember: 
Evaluating 
coordinated entry  ≠  
Evaluating the 
community’s  
homeless response 
system  as a whole 

What evaluation approach(es) have you taken? 7



Evaluation Plan

● Note that the coordinated entry 
management entity cannot 
perform the annual evaluation

● Coordinated Entry Management 
and Data Guide provides 
insights on how to craft an 
evaluation plan and carry out 
the evaluation
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https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/coordinated-entry-management-and-data-guide.pdf


Evaluation Planning

● Which aspects of the effectiveness of the coordinated entry process 
will be measured?

● Which aspects of the coordinated entry process will be evaluated for 
fidelity to local policies and HUD’s coordinated entry requirements?

● How will data and required participating project and household input
be gathered?

● How will partners (e.g., ESG or SSVF grantees) be included in the 
evaluation process to ensure consistency in data and analysis?
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Share with others

1. How has your community gathered  participant and participating 
projects input ?

1. How have partners (e.g., ESG or SSVF grantees) been included in 
the evaluation process to ensure consistency in data and 
analysis?

1. Which aspects of the coordinated entry process have been 
evaluated for fidelity to local policies and HUD’s coordinated 
entry requirements? 10



A Note on Coordinated Entry Assessment Scores

● Four core elements of CE: access, assessment, prioritization, 
referral

○ CPD Notice 17-01 provides CE requirements, including “a 
comprehensive and standardized assessment tool”

● Purpose of assessment: gather information that can be used to 
prioritize households for housing and make decisions about who 
should be housed

● Gather only the information needed for the prioritization process 
or to identify service needs 11



Racial Disparities and the Reliance on Tools

● According to equity reviews and reports from CoCs, some assessment tools may 
not fully or accurately capture each household’s vulnerability, especially for Black, 
Indigenous, and all people of color in both individual and families.

● Other communities have found racial and ethnic disparities in housing 
placements based on prioritization or other processes.

● Coordinated Entry evaluations need to consider CE processes as well as CE 
assessment scores

● How will we ensure future CE strategies do not replicate the same disparities?
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Racial Disparities and Fair Housing

•While you cannot prioritize households based on legally protected 
characteristics under Fair Housing Law, you can adopt approaches that 
address inequities in your homelessness response system.
• Prioritization can be based on needs, vulnerabilities, and barriers.
• CoCs are encouraged to include minoritized and disenfranchised 
groups to drive and implement changes in the homeless services 
system.
• Prioritization decisions should be grounded in evidence (quantitative 
and qualitative).
• Your CoC needs to be transparent and consistent about its 
prioritization practices through policies and procedures.
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https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/fair_housing_act_overview#_Who_Is_Protected?


Data Sources
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The annual evaluation should rely on multiple sources:

● Participant interviews and focus groups (required)
● Projects participating in coordinated entry (required)
● Call center or intake data
● Screening and/or assessment tools and results
● Policies and procedures and other governance documents
● Observation of the assessment process
● Interviews with key entities
● Cost and resource data
● HMIS data, and/or data from other CE management systems,

e.g., HMIS CE Assessment and Event Elements



Planning for Data Collection
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Plan ahead to ensure you are 
collecting all the data you need for 
the evaluation and how much effort 

will need to go into the various 
data collection methods.



Coordinated Entry Process Self-Assessment Checklist
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https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/coordinated-entry-self-assessment.pdf


Evaluation Examples

● Birmingham (2022)

● Contra Costa County (2022)

● San Francisco (2022)

● Sacramento County (2021)

● Suburban Cook County (2021)

● Santa Clara County (2020)
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http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f8f0cb09d613c3e3c698554/t/627189d40e363230d9847f5a/1651608021341/Coordinated+Entry+Evaluation+Report+2022.pdf
https://cchealth.org/h3/coc/pdf/CES-Evaluation.pdf
https://hsh.sfgov.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Updated-FINAL-LHCB-JULY-11-CE-MEETING-2.pdf
https://homebase.box.com/s/eolus697snvrf7ji28z7aqd27vf8ad6t
https://suburbancook.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Coordinated-Entry-Evaluation.pdf
https://homebase.box.com/s/mia4im3xyc3ju37dqpb6uurrgevssvc4


Actionable Recommendation Examples: Suburban Cook County

● Written policies and procedures related to access and assessment meet HUD’s 
requirements for coordinated entry, but could be improved.

● Some findings:
○ Access was system wide, but could be improved
○ Confusion about how the CE process works for the people being served
○ Over reliance on phone contacts with clients
○ Most didn’t know they were doing a good job
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Equity Analysis: Sacramento County 

Looking at disparities in assessment 
scores across household types, there 
appear to be notable differences in 
average scores between white and Black 
single adults (10.7 vs. 9.6) and white and 
Black families (8.4 vs. 6.8). 
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Actionable Recommendations: Santa Clara County

● Expand CE access to community-based organizations led by and specifically 
serving LGBTQI+, Hispanic/Latinx, and Asian and Pacific Islander persons.

● Have a housing problem-solving conversation before administering the 
standard assessment to build trust and encourage candid responses.

● Expand the Standard Location Practices for Community Queue Referrals to 
include a written protocol detailing the workflow and best practices for 
locating referred clients.  Emphasize that locating referred clients often 
requires going out in the field.

● Create a client portal to support housing programs in locating and 
communicating with referred clients.

● Provide consistent technical assistance targeted to agencies based on 
identified patterns to minimize referral rejections.
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https://www.sccgov.org/sites/osh/ContinuumofCare/coordinated-assessment/Documents/Coordinated%20Assessment%20Documents/Standard%20Location%20Practices%20for%20Community%20Queue%20Referral.pdf


Evaluation Follow-Through

● [How] will the CoC use evaluation results to inform other aspects of system 
monitoring and planning, including whether the community has too much 
or too little of specific housing and/or service intervention types?

● [How] will feedback loops will be used to share out how input was used and 
concerns are being addressed?
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Monitoring Examples

● Boulder, CO
● King County, WA
● Connecticut
● Hawaii
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https://bouldercolorado.gov/boulder-measures/homelessness-services
https://kcrha.org/data-overview/coordinated-entry-for-all/
https://ctcandata.org/dashboards/coordinated-entry/
https://www.btghawaii.org/reports/periodic-monitoring-reports/


Examples: Monitoring: Hawaii
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Examples: Monitoring: King County, WA
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Monitoring Example: Boulder, CO
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Monitoring Example: Santa Clara County
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Monitoring Example: Connecticut
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Monitoring Example: Connecticut
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Moving to Action: Refinement process 

Coordinated Entry Refinement Lab

An agile process to refine existing CE system to 
better services for the most vulnerable persons
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We Want To Hear From You!

● What questions do you have around monitoring and evaluating 
coordinated entry?

● What changes have you made to coordinated entry based on 
findings from monitoring and evaluating?

● How have you adjusted your approaches during COVID response?
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Contact Information

Alissa Parrish: 
Alissa.Parrish@icf.com

Joan Domenech: 
joan.domenech@csh.org

Brian Roccapriore:
brian.roccapriore@cloudburstgroup.com
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Rate this Session!
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